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Bleacher report arsenal vs napoli

Paul Gilham/Getty ImagesArsenal scored twice in the opening-hour neighborhood with the struggling a comfortable 2-0 win over Napoli on Tuesday.The win gunners, who started their UEFA Champions League campaign with a 2-1 win away from Marseille, moved to Group F with six points from matches. Mesut Ozil and Aaron Ramsey
were the attacking stars in this encounter. After eight minutes, the pair combined to put their stuff in front of the Italian guests. Ramsey, who has already shown some agency in the take on what looked to be a Napoli defense, took the ball down the right and clipped it back into the center of the box 18-yards, where Ozil was in possession
of refinement put the ball inside the near post and touched the slightly to his left foot. Paul Gilham/Getty ImagesSeven minutes later, Arsenal were two goals ahead. This time, it was Ozil playing suppliers. A clearans Napoli botched from a throw-in allowing Arsenal to regain the deep possession of the attacking third. Like Ramsey, the
Germany international took the ball deep down the right before playing it in the goal for Olivier Giroud, who erupted past their central defense before beating goal Pepe Reina.Paul Gilham/Getty ImagesThat was at the end of the goal of the night this night, but after the restart, Arsenal changed their approach from a swashbuckling one to
something rather more mature. Although Napoli won possession and enjoyed more of the ball to Gokhan Inler and Valon Behrami, they created many scores—they attacked players before they even approached the Arsenal box. In the end, 12 of Napoli's 13 meatballs failed to hit the target and on no occasion had they looked at a
confident side on breaking their opponents. Key Player GradesMesut Ozil: A + Paul Gilham / Getty ImagesHe sprawled in the second half, but by then he had already done exactly what he accomplished by Arsenal to do: make significant plays. With a goal and assistance, he was the most successful attacker from either side of the night
and his understanding with Ramsey only seemed to improve as time was placed on. Aaron Ramsey: A+Once again, the Wales international was removed from an ovation standing in the Emirates---performation the drastic he had the spark that lifted Arsenal off to a formidable start in the first place. When his withdrawal in the 88th minute,
he touched the ball 81 times, completed 85 percent of his passes, won three debris and made four attacking successes. Marek Hamsik: Carsenal simply did not allow the Napoli maestro a foothold in the match. Not only did the Slovakia international fail to receive service of any kind during the first half, he has also struggled to make things
happen when he saw a bit more of the ball after the restart. At the final whistle, he touched the ball only 45 times and completely milled out the proceedings. What's Next? Arsenal, who are in the Premier League as well as their Champions League groups, will visit Albion West Bromwich on Sunday return from the international break with a
home match against Norwich on October 19. Three days later, they will welcome Borusia Dortmund to Emirates.Napoli, meanwhile, will watch the bounce in their home defeat in Viorno on Sunday. Champions' next appointment will come October 22 away from Marseille.All statistics courtesy of Who Scores? NapolibR-UK StaffFeatured
Columns IVDecember 11, 2013B/R UKNapoli had to wait 75 minutes to break arsenal's resolve to The Arsenal in Italy, before Gonzalo Higuain produced this fun turn and finish. B/R UKBe make sure to follow Bleacher Report to continue league championship insurance.BEN STANSALL/Getty ImagesIfe either Arsenal or Napoli is to win a
heisman this season, it will have to be UEFA Europa League.Napoli are the second in Serie A, but they are 17 points behind leader Juventus, while coppa Italia's campaigns have come to an end back in January, just days after Arsenal knocked out the Great Cup Gunners.Gunners have barely involved in their premier race this season
and are in a fewos battle for the top four top four. For them, a triumph of Europa League would not only return a bigger silver piece of silver but also offer them an alternative route to the UEFA Champions League if they don't finish in the top four of the First League. Arsenal are in place driving to advance to their semi-final after Saturday's
2-0 win at the Emirates Emirates Stadium in their first-foot quarter against Napoli last week. But the Partenopei have more than enough qualities to turn things around on Thursday on the thick of home. Date: Thursday, April 18Time: 8 p.m. BST / 3 p.m. ETV: BT Sport 2 (UK), Inivision Deposit (USA)Live Stream: BT Sport App (UK), B/R
Live (USA)Match Odds: Napoli 8-11, Arsenal 75-19, Draws 16-5Ods courtesy of OdscheckerIn all competitions, Arsenal have won just three of the last 13 on the road, and lost seven. That is in the star contrast to their particular home record, which saw them win eight in a row at the Emirates. Home to last week's win last week's 2-0
triumph over Napoli in The Foot First (US. only): Bleacher Report Live's @brliveArsenal grabbed two in the first half and the rest is  history watched Lap 2 of this 18th quarter matchup on #BRLive  a result of this victory, Arsenal are deserving of favor to advance to the last four in the Europa League, but their away form means it is
far from guaranteed. Napoli will want to foresee about the fact that the Amuners are a lot less confident away from your home. If there's everything they can find a goal early on Thursday, they'll be in a superb position to turn tie around. Arsenal boss will likely also look to get on the score as early as possible as a goal away from them
would leave Napoli who need to score four times. The good news for Arsenal is that Lucas Torreira seems to be available despite being replaced at half-time in Monday's win at Watford: James Olley @JamesOlleyEmery explains that he took Torreira at half-time in The atmosphere was against him after Deeney's red card and that he felt a
little pain but expect him to be OK to face Napoli on Thursday.The battle of Uruguayen mifid ex would be an ideal player for Thursday's critical clash as he can dismiss the likes of Dries Mertens, Arkadiusz Milik and Lorenzo Insigne in the Napoli attack. While Arsenal have been weak away from home this season, they have a head coach
in Emery Unai who is an expert in navigating the letter steps of Europa League.He won the tournament three times as Sevilla manager and is well placed to drag Arsenal into the last four in 2018-19. Paul Gilham/Getty ImagesWhen Arsenal hosted Napoli in their first Champions League game on 1 October 1, the Gunners put on a clinic,
winning 2-0. Arsenal absolutely blitzkrieged Napoli out the door, turning heavy pressure with an aggressive attack into two goals in 15 minutes. From there, the gunman moved the mentality, slowed the game down and slowly broke the life out of Napoli for the rest of the match. Now, with the Champions League hopes by a thread, the
Italians need to beat Arsenal and get some help from Marseille to advance the phase of fnockout, while Arsenal need only to avoid losing by a huge margin in order to advance. Will Napoli earn the victory they need? Or will Arsenal bring the A-games and make sure at least the draw will ensure they head the group? More importantly,
which team will survive the group of death? Let's break down this Champions League crucial match (League. When: Wednesday, December 11 at 2:45 p.m. ET (7:45 p.m. GMT)Locations: Stadio San Paolo, Naples, ItaliWatch: Fox Sports 1; Fox Football 2Go; Sky Sports 2 (U.K.); Heaven Goes (U.K.) Clear Storylines Scott Heavy / Getty
ImagesOkay, let's try to sort out the Group F tiebreakers. First of all, the simplest scenario is that Arsenal and Borussia Dortmund win and advance. Arsenal need only draw guarantees that they win Group F. similarly, if Arsenal draw with Borussia Dortmund win, English and German teams will be advanced. But if Napoli win and Borusia
Dortmund win, or if both teams draw, things get tough. In the senior scenario, all three teams would in a three-way tie at 12 points. And, all three teams would be tied in the first tiebreaker—points found in matches played between teams in question—with six points. Similarly in a tie, Napoli and Dortmund each won and lost in the two
match, taking three apis points from the series. So the second tiebreaker would kick in, which is differential goals in the games that contest between the teams in question. Here's how the goal differences in these matches stand as of now: Differential goal TiebreakerArsenal+2Borusia Dortmund+1Napoli-3 Essentially, to get to Napoli will
need to beat Arsenal and hope that Dortmund lose or draw. Or, if Dortmund win, Napoli will need to beat Arsenal by three goals to exceed the men in differentiated goals. A draw makes Napoli not good unless Dortmund losses. Put Arsenal will be fine as long as they lose by three or more goals, Dortmund are in whether they win and
Napoli will either need to win by more than three goals or hope that Dortmund strong against Marseille (and seen as Marseille have failed to take a single point in this group, which seems unlikely). Phew—got all that? Dino Panato/Getty ImagesNow, in the game itself. Not surprisingly, with his team's back against the wall, Napoli manager
Rafa Benitez said his team will be in full attacking mode despite what's happening in the Dortmund game (via Ben Gladwell of ESPN): The message of the players will still be attacked. We had to aim to reach the first goal, and then the second goal and so on. If we have score three, then we've got three scores. If they score then what
happens? We've got to get four, and we're going to try. We had faith in ourselves. We've got to attack, there's no two ways about it. They're a very strong side, but we've always got to attack. We have nothing to lose. We think it's possible and we'll try to do it. That won't be easy against an Arsenal side who currently sits five points clear of
the package in the first Premier League table, and already looks to be in a different class all together from Napoli in early October. Sagna Bacary Sagna will again miss time for the revolutionary and Carl Jenkinson will step into his spot at right-back, while Walcott's side will be a great company to earn a start. Lukas Podolski could also be
used. As in the midfield combination, well, it remains to be seen, but with Santi Cazorla, Mesut Ozil, Jack Wilshere, Aaron Ramsey, Tomas Rosicky, Mikel Arteta and Mathieu Flamini at his disposal, Arsene Wenger has plenty of bright games mixed with match as he sees fit. Giuseppe Bellini's prediction/Getty ImagesThere are plenty of
warning signs for Arsenal in this game. They could approach this game too relaxed with great chances to move; they could look forward to coming fixing in the Premier League against Manchester City and Chelsea, or they could simply dismiss a desperate side Napoli and the frenzy crowd behind them in Stadio San Paolo.It all adding up
to a win over Napoli, but the real question isn't how much? Frankly, the weapons were too good this season lost by three or more goals, even on the road. The Italians expect to get the win, but Arsenal and Borussia Dortmund to advance from Group F.Napoli wins, 2-1. 2-1.
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